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WELCOME	MESSAGE
Dear Colleagues and Friends,  

On behalf of the European Federation for Immunogenetics and the Local Organizing Committee, it will be our 

great pleasure to welcome you to the 33rd European Immunogenetics and Histocompatibility Conference, to 

be held in Lisbon, Portugal, from 8 to 11 May 2019.

We will have the privilege of receiving, for the first time, the prestigious scientific community of Immunoge-

netics and Histocompatibility (I&H) in Portugal and the European Federation of Immunogenetics (EFI) and 

will then be able to welcome everyone as part of the “EFI family”.

“Functional Immunogenetics: the historical challenge” is the motto for the 33rd EFI Conference that will be 

held in Lisbon, also known as the “City of the Seven Hills” or the “Queen of the Sea”.  

This takes us back to the era of the great maritime discoveries in the XIV and XV centuries when the city was 

at the center of the Eastern and Western maritime trade, bustling with people from many different parts of 

the world.

We are confident that the meeting will reflect this dynamism and the expanded vision of new frontiers in the 

Immunogenetics World.

Participants will have the opportunity to visit Lisbon, a friendly and welcoming city, considered by some to 

be the first global village in the world. In Lisbon, you will find a perfect combination of tradition and vibrant 

modernity.

The Scientific Program is being carefully prepared in close collaboration with the EFI Committees, to meet 

the highest standards of EFI conferences and to create the necessary conditions for the sharing of science 

and, at the same time, allowing time for you to thoroughly enjoy your stay in Lisbon.

The conference will take place in the modern Centro Cultural de Belém (CCB), in one of the most emblematic 

areas of Lisbon – Belém – home to the famous pastry “Pastéis de Belém, with views over the Tejo River and 

distinctive monuments (Unesco World Heritage Sites) which recall the time of the “Portuguese Sea Discoveries”, 

a period of great challenges and achievements for the Portuguese people.

We will be delighted to welcome all participants to the 33rd EFI Conference “Functional Immunogenetics: the 

historical challenge”– Lisbon 2019, hoping that your active participation will create a unique and memorable 

conference.

Enjoy	the	meeting	and	Portugal!            Maria Rosário Sancho    António Martinho
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CONTACTS
CONFERENCE MANAGEMENT

Mundiconvenius
Avenida 5 de Outubro, 53 – 2º
1050-048 Lisboa - Portugal
T: +351 213 155 135
EFI2019@mundiconvenius.pt

PROJECT	MANAGER
Luísa Ahrens Teixeira
T: +351 213 155 135
luisa_teixeira@mundiconvenius.pt

INDUSTRY	RELATIONS	MANAGER
Sofia Gomes da Silva
T: +351 213 155 135
exhibition_EFI2019@mundiconvenius.pt

PARTICIPANT	REGISTRATION	AND	SOCIAL	PROGRAM
Joana Duarte
T: +351 213 155 135
participants_EFI2019@mundiconvenius.pt

PRESS
T: +351 213 155 135
press_EFI2019@mundiconvenius.pt
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CONFERENCE	VENUE
The Centro Cultural de Belém, created by the architects Vittorio Gregotti and Manuel Salgado, was designed 

to function as an “open city”, consisting of buildings, streets, plazas and bridges. Facing the River Tagus and 

the monumental Praça do Império, and flanked by the Mosteiro dos Jerónimos and an area of extensive gar-

dens, the Center offers a never ending extensive array of cultural events and activities. This cultural center is 

considered to be a national and international landmark and is regarded as the ideal Lisbon venue for holding 

congresses, conferences and many other types of institutional and corporate events. 

One of the Center’s wings was specifically designed and constructed with this as its main objective.

Address:		 GPS:

Praça do Império 38º41’45.65”N

1449-003 Lisboa N09º12’27.07”O

www.ccb.pt
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HOW	TO	GET	TO	THE	VENUE	FROM	LISBON	AIRPORT
Lisbon international airport lies 7km to the north of the city center, with direct Metro (underground) access 

and ample public transport options. 

PUBLIC	TRANSPORT

By taxi 

Transfer from the airport to the venue by taxi takes approximately 20 minutes, depending on the traffic. Taxis 

are always available in front of the airport building. Estimated travel cost from the airport to the venue should 

be less than EUR 25, assuming daytime travel under regular traffic conditions. It is also possible to purchase 

a taxi voucher at the Lisbon Tourism counters located in the airport’s arrivals hall (see details on www.vis-

itlisboa.com/plan/tickets-offers/taxivoucher). 

By public transport 

You can reach the city center by taking the aerobus which leaves Lisbon airport every 20 minutes between 

7.30 am and 11 pm and stops at many hotels until it reaches Cais do Sodré (downtown Lisbon, by the river). 

The following are alternative bus routes to take from Cais do Sodré to the conference venue: 

Bus stop Belém 

15E (tram) 

714, 727, 732, 751, 756 (buses)

You can also take the Metro (under-

ground) to get to Cais do Sodré from 

the airport building. Take the red 

line to Alameda station and then 

change to the green line until Cais 

do Sodré (end of the line). From 

here, several buses and a tram go 

to the venue (see above). If you are 

arriving at the Oriente train station, 

take the red line to Alameda and 

then change to the green line run-

ning to Cais do Sodré. From here, 

several buses and a tram go to the 

venue (see above).

We recommend that visitors buy a 

rechargeable VIVA Viagem/7 Colinas 

ticket. It can be charged to cover sin-

gle trips. With a 24-Hour ticket the holder can purchase several individual trips at once (zapping). It is valid 

on the various transport modes in the Lisbon Metropolitan area.
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SOCIAL	PROGRAMME
Opening Ceremony and Welcome Reception 

The Opening Ceremony will take place on 
Wednesday, May 8 at the Main Auditorium 

of the CCB.

The Main Auditorium is one of the most im-

portant venues for the staging of cultural 

events in Portugal and the largest room at 

the Centro Cultural de Belém.

Immediately after the Opening Ceremony 

participants are invited to the Welcome 

Reception.

Conference Gala Dinner

EFI 2019 gala dinner will take place on  

Friday, May 10 in one of the most important 

parks in the city – Estufa Fria.

This greenhouse, in Central Lisbon’s Edward 

VII Park, is one of the most visited sites in 

the city.

Initially thought as a place to simply shelter 

various types of plants, it has become one of 

the most pleasant green spaces in Lisbon, 

where you can spend a few enjoyable hours 

amongst lakes, waterfalls, brooks, statues and hundreds of different plant specimens from all over the world.

The Estufa Fria gives a strong sense of tranquility and wellbeing. Join	us	for	a	memorable	evening!

Please note that the dinner is not included in the registration fee and an admission ticket/badge is required

No transportation will be provided. The nearest subway station is Marques de Pombal (blue line)

OFFICIAL	LANGUAGE
English is the official language of the Conference. No simultaneous interpretation will be provided.  
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IMPORTANT	DATES	AND	DEADLINES
· Opening of online registration for participants: November 15, 2018

· Opening of online abstract submission: November 2018

· Early registration fees: March 1, 2019

· Sponsorship confirmation: untilMarch 15, 2019
· Disclosing of technical information to exhibitors: January 21, 2019
· Deadline for signing sponsorship contracts: March 15, 2019

· Opening Ceremony and Welcome Reception: May 8, 2019

· Sponsor Exhibition: from May 8 (afternoon), 2019 to May 11 (morning), 2019

· Poster Session (Wine & Cheese): May 9, 2019

· Plenary Sessions: from May 9 to 11, 2019

· Conference Gala Dinner: May 10, 2019

· Dismantling of Exhibition: May 11 (afternoon), 2019

REGISTRATION	FEES

Registration includes:

· VAT (23%)

· Opening Ceremony and Welcome Reception

· Access to the conference sessions (not included for Accompanying Persons)

· Coffee breaks (not included for Accompanying Persons)

· Lunch boxes (not included for Accompanying Persons)

Last 3 EFI Conferences

Average 1.000 delegates worldwide

Early Fee until March 1, 2019

 € 475,00

 € 330,00

 € 110,00

€ 75,00

Late Fee from March 2, 2019

 € 560,00

 € 620, 00

 € 395,00

 € 110,00

€ 80,00

Early Fee until March 1, 2019 

Member

Non Member

Students, Technicians and/ Residents 

Accompanying Person

Conference Gala Dinner

Date

9 – 12 May

30 May – 2 June

11 – 14 May

City

Lido

Mannheim

Kos

Year

2018

2017

2016
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EXHIBITION	FLOORPLAN
First Floor

Second Floor
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EXHIBITION
The exhibition area will be located at the center of the conference venue. The meeting rooms and catering 

areas are located in such a way as to facilitate a dynamic flow of conference delegates and exhibits visitors. 

The main scientific sessions and plenary room are located alongside the exhibits space. This will allow ample 

time to visit the exhibits and to meet the representatives of the sponsoring companies.

The	rental	fee	is	€	600	per	m2	

Floor space is available in units of a minimum of 6 m2 (3x2 meters). 

The rental fee is excluding stand construction.

All stands are sold as SPACE ONLY. 

Bare floor space is ideal for companies who wish to build their own stand. A shell scheme stand package 
can be ordered through the exhibitors’ manual to be sent.

The stand rental does not include:

· Table, chairs

· Partition walls

· Special furniture

· Daily general cleaning

· Electricity supply

· Exhibitors insurance

· Statutory VAT (23%)

Please, use the “Stand application form” to make your binding application to take part in the technical 

exhibition.

Services which are not included can be ordered contacting: exhibition_EFI2019@mundiconvenius.pt

Exhibitor passes

· For 6 sqm 2 company members

· For 9 sqm 3 company members

Any additional exhibitor passes required will be charged at € 120,00 each (VAT included).

PLATINUM	Sponsor will have the first choice of exhibition space

GOLD	Sponsor will have the second choice of exhibition space

SILVER	Sponsor will have the third choice of exhibition space

The requests of other sponsors will be processed on a “first come, first served” basis.
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ALL PRICES ARE 23% VAT EXCLUDED

SPONSORSHIP	OPTIONS

PLATINUM SPONSOR    A € 32.000,00                                    

· 30 square meters exhibition space
· 10 exhibitor’s registrations
· 10 complimentary registrations
· 6 invitations to conference dinner
· Sponsor logo with hyperlink displayed on the conference website
· Acknowledge as Platinum on the sponsors’ board on-site
· Logo in the pocket program
· Logo in the conference APP
· First choice of exhibition space
· Preferred choice of date, time and location for Satellite Symposia and discount of 50%
· Inserts in conference bags
· Private meeting room (may 9 and 10) with community room rental with chairs and tables

PLATINUM SPONSOR    B € 30.000,00                                    

· 28 square meters exhibition space
· 10 exhibitor’s registrations
· 10 complimentary registrations
· 6 invitations to conference dinner
· Sponsor logo with hyperlink displayed on the conference website
· Acknowledge as Platinum on the sponsors’ board on-site
· Logo in the pocket program
· Logo in the conference APP
· First choice of exhibition space
· Preferred choice of date, time and location for Satellite Symposia and discount of 50%
· Inserts in conference bags

GOLDEN SPONSOR  € 23.000,00                                    

· 18 square meters exhibition space
· 8 exhibitor’s registrations
· 6 complimentary registrations
· 4 invitations to conference dinner
· Sponsor logo with hyperlink displayed on the conference website
· Acknowledge as Gold on the sponsors’ board on-site
· Logo in the pocket program
· Logo in the conference APP
· Second choice of exhibition space
· Preferred choice of date, time and location for Satellite Symposia and discount of 50%
· Inserts in conference bags
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SILVER SPONSOR  € 15.000,00                                    

· 12 square meters exhibition space
· 4 exhibitor’s registrations
· 3 complimentary registrations
· 2 invitations to conference dinner
· Sponsor logo with hyperlink displayed on the conference website
· Acknowledge as Silver on the sponsors’ board on-site
· Logo in the pocket program
· Logo in the conference APP
· Third choice of exhibition space

EXHBITION STAND (unit of 9 square meters)    € 5.400,00                                    

Floor space is available in units of a minimum of 9 m2 (3x3 meters)
The rental fee is excluding stand construction
All stands are sold as SPACE ONLY
Bare floor space is ideal for companies who wish to build their own stand. A shell scheme stand package 
can be ordered through the exhibitors’ manual

EXHBITION STAND (unit of 6 square meters)    € 3.600,00                                    

Floor space is available in units of a minimum of 6 m2 (3x2 meters)
The rental fee is excluding stand construction
All stans are sold as SPACE ONLY
Bare floor space is ideal for companies who wish to build their own stand. A shell scheme stand package 
can be ordered through the exhibitors’ manual
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SUPPORT TO THE SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM

ADDITIONAL	SPONSORSHIP	OPPORTUNITIES

Lunchtime Satellite Symposium (45‘)   € 12.000,00                                    

The Platinum Sponsors will have the first choice of date, time and location, the Gold Sponsors will have the 
second choice and the remaining Sponsors the next choice of date, time and location. The Symposia will take 
place during the lunch break (45 minutes).

A maximum of 4 simultaneous symposia will be available on:

Thursday, May 9 2019

Friday, May 10 2019

Symposia topics have to be approved by the Conference Scientific Committee. The Sponsor is in charge of invit-
ing the speakers involved in the Symposium.

Very	important:
To avoid any damage to carpets, furniture and equipment, bringing food and beverage products into the meeting 
rooms is not allowed.

For this reason, Lunchtime Satellite Symposia will last 45 minutes and lunch break will last 15 minutes.

At the end of each Symposium lunch boxes will be distributed outside the meeting rooms.

The	price	includes:
· Room rental for the duration of the Symposium (45 minutes)
· Standard technical A/V equipment
· Company flags to be used in the meeting room during the symposium (flag provided by the Company)
· Announcement on the conference homepage and in the final program

The	price	does	not	include:
· Travel expenses, grants, hotel accommodation and conference registration for speakers at the symposium
· Catering services (lunch boxes will be provided by the Sponsor)

For any detail please contact exhibition_EFI2019@mundiconvenius.pt
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Opening Ceremony and Welcome Reception  € 14.000,00     

Sponsorship	of	the	Welcome	Reception (limited to two sponsors)

This	sponsorship	includes:
· Sponsor’s name and logo on posters or banners around the area (posters/banners have to be provided by
the Sponsor and are subject to approval by EFI 2019)
· Sponsor’s name and logo on the website reference

Conference Gala Dinner  € 15.000,00                                    

Sponsorship	of	Conference	Gala	Dinner (limited to two sponsors)

This	sponsorship	includes:
· Sponsor’s name and logo on the website
· Sponsor’s name and logo on the program
· Sponsor’s name and logo on the dinner menus
· 4 tickets free of charge

SUPPORT	OF	THE	SOCIAL	EVENTS
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Lanyards	for	Name	Badges (limited to one sponsor) ..................................................................... € 3.500,00  

Lanyards provided by the Company with name and logo. Design upon approval by EFI 2019

Note	Pads	and	Pens	with	Company	logo (limited to one sponsor) ................................................. € 4.500,00  

Supplied by sponsor

Company	logo	on	Name	Badges (limited to one sponsor) .............................................................. € 2.500,00

Bag	Insert ......................................................................................................................................... € 1.700,00  

Supplied by sponsor
(max 5 inserts; all inserts have to be approved by the EFI Scientific Committee)

Inserts	on	dedicated	desk ............................................................................................................... € 600,00  

Supplied by sponsor

Conference	Bags (limited to one sponsor) ......................................................................................... € 7.500,00  

Bags provided by the Company

Speakers’	Lounge	............................................................................................................................ € 5.000,00  

This sponsorship includes:
· Sponsor’s name and logo displayed on the signage in front of the Speakers’ Lounge
· Catering costs and equipment

Private	Meeting	Room	..................................................................................................................... € 2.200,00  

The price includes: room rental, chairs and table on May 9 and 10

Device	charging	station	with	Company	logo		.................................................................................. € 3.500,00  

The conference will have a charging station for attendees to charge their cell phones, 
computers and electronic devices

Banner	placement	on	the	homepage	of	the	conference	website	...................................................... € 2.500,00  

Wine	&	Cheese	Posterwalk (limited to one sponsor) .....................................................................    € 15.000,00  

Coffee	breaks	(per break) (limited to five sponsor) ........................................................................ € 5.000,00

WiFi	...................................................................................................................................................    € 15.000,00  

ePosters	with	Company	logo	........................................................................................................... € 7.500,00  

Conference	APP	with	Company		logo	.............................................................................................. € 8.000,00

ALL PRICES ARE 23% VAT EXCLUDED 

CONFERENCE	ITEMS
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Mundiconvenius will invoice the Sponsors as follows:

· 50% of the invoice amount upon signing of the contract
· 50% of the invoice amount to be paid by February 20, 2019
· Deadline for full payment is March 20, 2019

Failure of payment may lead to cancellation of sponsorship.

CANCELLATION	POLICY
Cancellations are accepted only in written form and with the following penalty fees:

· 25% of the agreed amount if the cancellation notice is received up to 60 days before the Conference
· 50% of the agreed amount if the cancellation notice is received up to 45 days before the Conference
· 100% of the agreed amount will be due if the cancellation notice is received 44 days or less before the Conference

PAYMENT	ARRANGEMENT	FOR	SPONSORSHIP
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Because of the historical landmarks located in the Belém area, no large hotels have been built close to Cen-
tro Cultural de Belém (CCB) Conference Center.

As May is considered peak season in Lisbon and due to limited availability of rooms, we strongly advise you to 
make your reservation as early as possible in order to have the best choice of available hotels.

We suggest sending your request to EFI2019@mundiconvenius.pt as soon as possible.
You will receive a reply with available options for your requests. 
Hotel rates are per room per night with VAT and breakfast included but not the city tax (one-euro-a-day).

Hotel accommodation is subject to availability and will be allocated on a first-come, first-served basis.

Booking conditions for groups (with more than 10 rooms):
40% deposit at booking confirmation
60% due 60 days prior to arrival

HOTEL	ROOM	RESERVATION	FOR	SPONSORS	
AND	DELEGATES
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DEADLINE: 15 March, 2019  Please return to Sofia Gomes da Silva (exhibition_EFI2019@mundiconvenius.pt)

SPONSOR:
Please, indicate here below the address for your sponsorship confirmation:
Company Name/Organisation 
First Name and Surname (Contact)
Street/Post-Office Box 
Mobile number/phone number
Post Code/City 
E-mail Address
Country/State 
PO No/Order Confirmation No from the sponsor
European VAT Code

Please	note:	The name as stated here, will be published on all printed items related to the conference

INVOICE	ADDRESS (IF DIFFERENT FROM ABOVE)
Please, indicate here below your complete invoice address:
Company Name/Organisation* 
First Name and Surname (Contact)
Street/Post-Office Box
Mobile number/phone number
Post Code/City 
E-mail Address
Country/State 
PO No/Order Confirmation No from the sponsor
Company Name and Poste Code/City for sponsor list:
* Full company name incl. legal form

Hereby I order the following binding Symposia service:
Symposium:
Satellite Symposium 1 - 45 min: ................. 12.000€
Satellite Symposium 2 - 45 min: ................. 12.000€
Satellite Symposium 3 - 45 min: ................. 12.000€
Satellite Symposium 4 - 45 min: ................. 12.000€

The price does not include the statutory VAT (23%)
You will receive  confirmation within three days after receipt of your sponsoring registration.
If you do not receive confirmation, please contact Sofia Gomes da Silva (exhibition_EFI2019@mundiconvenius.pt).

City, Date Legally binding signature

* The European Federation for Immunogenetics and the SPT (Portuguese Transplantation Society) have instructed and authorized
Mundiconvenius to organize the event excluding the scientific area. Mundiconvenius confirms that the income from all sponsorships 
will be used exclusively for financing the 33rd European Immunogenetics and Histocompatibility Conference.

REGISTRATION	FORM	FOR	SYMPOSIA
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DEADLINE: 15 March, 2019  Please return to Sofia Gomes da Silva (exhibition_EFI2019@mundiconvenius.pt)

SPONSOR:
Please, indicate here below the address for your sponsorship confirmation:
Company Name/Organisation 
First Name and Surname (Contact)
Street/Post-Office Box 
Mobile number/phone number
Post Code/City 
E-mail Address
Country/State 
PO No/Order Confirmation No from the sponsor
European VAT Code

Please	note:	The name as stated here, will be published on all printed items related to the conference

INVOICE	ADDRESS (IF DIFFERENT FROM ABOVE)
Please, indicate here below your complete invoice address:
Company Name/Organisation* 
First Name and Surname (Contact)
Street/Post-Office Box
Mobile number/phone number
Post Code/City 
E-mail Address
Country/State 
PO No/Order Confirmation No from the sponsor
Company Name and Poste Code/City for sponsor list:
* Full company name incl. legal form

Hereby I order the following binding Symposia service:
Symposium:
Platinum Sponsor A:  ............................................................................... € 32.000,00
Platinum Sponsor B:  ............................................................................... € 30.000,00
Gold Sponsor:  .........................................................................................  € 23.000,00
Silver Sponsor:  .......................................................................................  € 15.000,00
Exhibition stand 9 m2: ..............................................................................  € 5.400,00
Exhibition stand 6 m2: ..............................................................................  € 3.600,00

Opening Ceremony and Welcome Reception: ......................................... € 14.000,00
Conference Gala Dinner: ......................................................................... € 15.000,00

Lanyards for name badges:  ................................................................... € 3.500,00
Note pads and pens with Company logo: ................................................ € 4.500,00
Company logo on name badges: ............................................................. € 2.500,00
Bag insert:  ............................................................................................... € 1.700,00
Inserts on dedicated desk: ...................................................................... € 600,00

REGISTRATION	FORM	FOR	SPONSORING
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Conference bags:  .................................................................................... € 7.500,00
Speakers’ lounge:  .................................................................................. € 5.000,00
Private meeting room: ............................................................................. € 2.200,00
Device charging station with Company logo:  ......................................... € 3.500,00
Banner placement on the homepage of the conference website:  ........ € 2.500,00
ePoster session: ...................................................................................... € 15.000,00
Coffee breaks (per break):  ...................................................................... € 5.000,00
WiFi: .......................................................................................................... € 15.000,00
ePosters with Company logo:  ................................................................. € 7.500,00
Conference App with Company logo:  ...................................................... € 8.000,00

The price does not include the statutory VAT (23%)
You will receive  confirmation within three days after receipt of your sponsoring registration.
If you do not receive confirmation, please contact Sofia Gomes da Silva (exhibition_EFI2019@mundiconvenius.pt).

City, Date Legally binding signature

* The European Federation for Immunogenetics and the SPT (Portuguese Transplantation Society) have instructed and authorized
Mundiconvenius to organize the event excluding the scientific area. Mundiconvenius confirms that the income from all sponsorships 
will be used exclusively for financing the 33rd European Immunogenetics and Histocompatibility Conference.
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